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What can we
do for you?
Hello, welcome to the latest
edition of our product compendium.
Here you will find a detailed selection
of key elements from each of our
brands as an overview of our portfolio.
It’s one thing to say you do business differently, but quite another to deliver
on that promise. We’ve built our reputation on keeping our promises, time and
time again.
In our experience there’s only one way to do this and that’s by taking complete
control over every aspect of the design, development, production and delivery
ourselves.
From applying the latest industry thinking to your planning, guiding you
through the process, to helping you meet your sustainability requirements,
we’ll be with you every step of the way.
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Our people
are your
people.
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Your reputation and ours depends on the strength of
our product quality and service, which is why we go
above and beyond to ensure we never let you down.
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The reason we consistently keep our promises is that
we manage every step of the process from beginning
to end, leaving nothing to chance and everything to
our own people.
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We offer three
brands to give
you greater choice.

Senator

Each of our brands has its own individual
personality, complementing each other to
create an extensive portfolio to choose from.
Whatever your project, whatever your
style and whatever your need, you’ll
find the solution within this brand family.

With every Senator design comes
a great deal of thought. The design
process begins way before pencil
reaches paper, beginning with
looking at you.
We look at how you sit, reach,
move and work to create a design
which not only looks beautiful, but
is a pleasure to use too.
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Allermuir

Torasen

The Allermuir portfolio is used to
create beautiful areas for people
to work, meet, greet, dine, relax,
play or break away. Allermuir
product is equally at home in
office, hospitality, hotel or leisure
environments.

Torasen offers simple but very
clever, cost conscious furniture.
Product ranges include task
seating, multi-purpose seating,
reception seating, desking
and storage to meet the most
challenging budgets and
timescales.
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Control from
start to finish.

Our Guarantee

One of our strengths lies
within the holistic view of
the ever evolving workplace
that our brands convey.
This gives us an in depth
understanding of the
relationships between
products, the spaces they
inhabit and the way they
are used.

Contrary to popular belief, if you
want a job done well, you don’t
always have to do it yourself. Our
delivery policy is ‘right first time,
every time’. Our vehicles are fitted
with tracking devices to enable up
to the minute position and time
management of vehicles, allowing
us to avoid delays and accurately
predict arrival times. Specialist
software is used to optimise the
cargo load for optimum efficiency
and safe transportation.
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A True Manufacturer

Added Value

A unique combination of state of
the art manufacturing technology
together with traditional hand
finished expertise, allows us to
create beautifully finished and
detailed furniture collections. As
a true manufacturer, we control
every part of the process, from
beginning to end. We design, we
weld, we paint, we mould, we cut,
we sew, we stock and we ship
worldwide.

We go to extraordinary lengths to
ensure our products are the best
that they can be. All our products
are independently tested to all
relevant international standards. So
when you hear us talk about quality,
you know we mean we’re nothing
less than 100% happy with it. And
if we’re 100% happy with it, we’re
confident you will be too.
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Nature is
beautiful…
Let’s look
after it.

Sustain™

We don’t pay lip service to sustainability,
we don’t do it because it’s fashionable.
It’s something we genuinely care about.
Sustainability is written in to everything
we do, from design and manufacture,
right through to delivery.
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Settings™

Welcome to
the new
work life.
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There are a lot of
experts involved in
the design of office
interiors, but...
Who asks the
people who use
the office?
—

Our designs are driven by
research and insight and
we collaborate with thought
leaders, designers and end
users to understand how
people learn, sit, move,
work and interact.

We believe a space
should be able to support
collaborative, as well as
formal, practice; provide a
personalised and inclusive
environment and be flexible
in the face of changing
needs.
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Given that every office is filled with
individuals that have their own
preferences and unique approach
to the working day, we decided to
commission a comprehensive survey
of the UK’s office population that
would evaluate the current approach
to office design. The aim was to
establish how we work, relating to
tasks we undertake every day and
how we differ individually.
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Settings™

In response to how people want to
work, together with the concept of
agile working, we created a bespoke
programme with five activity based
categories that helps maximise the
efficiency of any office space.

Compendium

Work
Personal space
for the creation
and processing of
information.

Share
Group space
for reviewing,
sharing ideas
and information.

We call it—

Settings™
Source

Settings™ creates a series
of environments that are
focused on the activity to
be carried out.
This gives individuals the
freedom to migrate around
the office, utilising the
furniture setting that is
most relevant to the task
being undertaken.
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Spaces for
shared communal
resources.

Refresh
Space for
downtime,
or informal
discussions.

You’ll see these icons
throughout this
Compendium.
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Show
A formal space
for presenting
and sharing
information.

Collection
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i-Workchair
—
WRK240MF
—
We are all unique and so are the demands we
place on our furniture. i-Workchair has been
developed to allow the user a greater range of
adjustment, to achieve maximum comfort.

WRK360MF
—
i-Workchair has the ability to replicate a wide
range of movements with ease and comfort.
Utilising a new generation of synchronised tilt
action, i-Workchair mirrors the body’s natural
pivot points, providing a seamless transition
between upright and reclined postures.

Work

Share
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Evolve
—
EV640HA
—
With its ergonomically contoured back
construction, flexible movement and
lumbar adjustment, Evolve offers a level of
comfort and support that is unsurpassed.

EV2740HA
—
Evolve incorporates a new advanced
synchronised mechanism with enhanced
geometry, which ensures the motion of the
chair will mirror the natural pivot of the
body throughout its range of movement.

Work

Share
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Ousby
—

Clipper
—
OUS740HA
—

CL740HA
—

Ousby is an organically shaped family of
task chairs offering the highest levels
of comfort. Designed to be a robust
seating solution.

Clipper can be finished in one of six mesh
back options, from the traditional neutrals
to a palette of vibrant colours. Combined
with Black or Light Grey components, an
option for a Polished Aluminium base and
infinite upholstery choices, Clipper can be
customised to suit any style.

OUS740HA
—

CL740HA
—

Exceptional strength doesn’t mean a
compromise on style, as Ousby is available
in a variety of mesh colours.

The Clipper task chair delivers fantastic
comfort with simple elegant styling.
However, it is capable of providing a
comprehensive suite of adjustments
and features a dynamic synchronised
tilt action.

Work

Share
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Freeflex
—
FLX740HA
—
Freeflex provides a clever and adaptable
solution to support the user’s movements
in their working environment. Flexibility
is central to the design of Freeflex, giving
the user the freedom to make simple
adjustments; to their seat height, seat
depth and back height to achieve
ultimate comfort.

FLX740HA
—
Freeflex is available in an array of colour
choices and combinations of Graphite and
Black components or Graphite and Light
Grey components, to create inspirational
spaces within workplaces.
Complementary visitor chair available
on page 36.

Work

Share
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Ecoflex
—

Dash
—

ECF740HA
—
A minimal masterpiece, combining a
clean understated aesthetic design with
outstanding functional flexibility. It’s
stylish, light and built with sustainability in
mind, so it makes an impact on any interior
without making an unnecessary impact on
the environment.

ECF740HA
—
You feel at home in an Ecoflex because it’s
designed to fit around you. You can adjust
everything from seat depth to lower back
support with simple, intuitive controls.
Plus, a rotational four stage travel limiter
helps you maintain the open, fluid action
of the chair- a feature that has recognised
back health benefits.

Work

D640HA
—
Dash is designed for comfort and
performance. Competitively priced, this
task chair includes a synchro-mechanism
and ergonomic integrity. Its specifically
designed arms represent unique style,
function and value.

D640HA
—
Dash performs exceptionally well, featuring
a broad range of user adjustments. The
chair excels in its ability to integrate a host
of user specified options that take the chair
to another level of performance.
Complementary visitor chair available.

Share
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Rapt
—
RAP124G
—
Rapt exudes poise and offers a fresh
alternative to the established norms of
executive seating. It has been created to
grace environments where key decisions are
made, where success happens, where detail
and conviction are imperative and where
extraneous distractions need to
be eliminated.

RAP225C
—
The one piece aluminium arm rest with a
leather inlay envelops the chair beautifully
and creates a strong continuous structure.
A simple automatic recline adjustment,
together with the ability to regulate its
height encourages movement that
fosters creativity.

Work

Share
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Circo
—
CR4
—
Circo is a functionally simple, light work
conference chair for ad hoc touch down
working environments. Circo has a
permanently floating action and a mesh
back that morphs to support the user. These
features are suitable for both conference and
meeting environments.

CR1
—
Circo’s designer Justus Kolberg worked
closely with toolmakers and injection
moulders to exploit the latest technical
possibilities of a complex single piece frame
to reduce unnecessary material. The result
is a chair that’s tremendously strong but
weighs just over nine kilos
– significantly lighter than comparable
models on the market.

Work

Show
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Symmetry
—

Rhapsody
—
RH900
—
Rhapsody, a fully upholstered armchair is
an elegant, sumptuous design with flowing
lines and contemporary styling.

SY01
—
Symmetry is a carefully considered design,
featuring a range of complementary
cantilever chairs that can be co-ordinated
throughout an office environment.
The shell is linked to the frame with
Polished Aluminium castings and the arm
pads are made from a tactile soft material.

Zenith
—
RH901
—
This design provides the very best in
comfort and relaxation. Its curvaceous
form and cantilever back make this chair
a product of beauty to complement the
smartest of interiors.

Work

Share

ZE2A
—
Superbly crisp and refined, Zenith is a
meeting and conference chair design
with the best in comfort and flexibility.
Essentially it is a four legged stacking
chair designed with multiple arm and
backrest material configurations.

Show

Share
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Fuse
—
FS2A
—
Designed for a variety of meeting and
conferencing applications.
The Fuse chair uses 3D knit mesh to cover
both the seat and back.

Freeflex Visitor
—
FLX741A
—
Freeflex visitor is a general purpose
meeting and guest chair, its scale and
comfort allow it to be specified freely
with confidence around the workplace
environment.

Share

Show
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Ad-Lib Four Leg
—

Ad-Lib Four Leg with Castors
—

ADL12A
—
With the development of the Ad-Lib
family we set out to redefine the genre of
multi-purpose seating as we recognised
changing needs. The family shares the
identical seat and back structure that
carries the anatomically formed seat and
back plates and provides the foundation
of the range.

Ad-Lib Skid
—
ADL1
—
Through the creation of Ad-Lib we have
studied the current and developing needs
of people and their environments. The
result is a highly intelligent structure that
provides a vast scope of models and finish
options making it easy to specify.

Share

Show

ADL12AC
—
The four leg variant with castors is seen as
a general purpose meeting chair, ideally
suited to social, training, team work and
conference environments.

Ad-Lib Cantilever
—
ADL8
—
The stacking cantilever variant is seen as
a general purpose meeting chair suitable
for longer duration meetings. Ideally suited
in meeting, team work and conference
environments.

Refresh
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Ad-Lib Conference
—

Ad-Lib Stool
—

ADL14A
—
The conference version with its four star
base is seen as a boardroom or meeting
chair. The inclusion of the dynamic yoke
incorporates a free floating tilt action and
seat height adjustment which enhances
the ergonomic performance of this chair.

Ad-Lib LiteWork
—

ADL5AD
—
The stool version with its five star base
and glides provides a solution for ad hoc
touch down working environments, as well
as team based project meeting and media
presentation areas.

Ad-Lib Stool
—
ADL15D
—
The diversity of finish specification options
together with the upholstery options give
Ad-Lib a truly varied palette.

ADL10A
—
The LiteWork version is the ideal
solution for ad hoc touch down working
environments, as well as team based
project meeting environments.
Featuring a dynamic yoke to enable
a free floating tilt action and seat
height adjustment which enhances the
ergonomic performance of this chair.

Work
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Ad-Lib Scholar
—
ADLED6A
—
The addition of the Scholar version to the
Ad-Lib family recognises the changing
nature of learning environments. The
orbital foldaway tablet is a key element of
this flexibility whilst the under seat storage
tray and drink holder complete the holistic
solution.

Ad-Lib Work Lounge
—
ADLWL04
—
Collaboration is seen as the key to business
success today and Ad-Lib Work Lounge
has been developed specifically to react to
this requirement. Providing a relaxed and
comfortable environment, the Work Lounge
design has evolved a new construction
methodology that has significantly reduced
the use of PU foams, resulting in a light
environmental footprint.

Work
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Multi-Purpose Seating

Trillipse Four Leg
—

Compendium

Trillipse Motion
—

T104A
—
Trillipse, the original multi-purpose
chair family. It is the scale, comfort and
uncompromising build quality that has
ensured the continued success of this range.

T117A
—
The Motion model adds castors to the base
frame, making the chair ideally suited to the
educational sector and training rooms.

Trillipse Cantilever
—
T105A
—
The Cantilever version of Trillipse further
enhances the range and delivers fantastic
comfort thanks to its triliptical cantilever
frame. It is just as at home in compact team
meeting spaces as it is in a boardroom
thanks to the diversity of finish options.

T114A
—
Trillipse four leg was developed as a general
purpose meeting chair for workplace and
educational environments. Its host of
options enhances the chair’s versatility.
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Elios
—
HD405A
—
The curvaceous, contoured form
of both the seat and back achieve
excellent comfort as well as adding to
the pleasing aesthetics and universal
appeal of this design.

HD405
—
A high density stacking chair with or without
arms, which fits comfortably through a
standard doorway. Up to 40 non-upholstered
chairs stack on a trolley and 12 freestanding.

Share

Show
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Jonny
—
JNY01
—
Jonny is an inspiring multi-purpose family
of chairs that provides exceptional comfort
through a sophisticated minimalist
aesthetic.

JNY01A
—
A simple, cost effective and
well-engineered stacking chair solution,
Jonny encourages collaboration through
its responsive, open design that supports a
multitude of postures and environments.

Share

Show
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Ad-Lib Tables
—
Looking at how people work, the Ad-Lib range has evolved and now
offers new top shapes and sizes. With technology at the forefront of
the design; power, AV and USB outlets are conveniently located and
accessed through an easily removable cable access tray.

EXAMPLE CONFIGURATION
When working in collaboration, it is often
necessary for conversations to take place
away from the desk. Small but dedicated
areas like this provide an informal space
for short meetings, making efficient use
of a space.

EXAMPLE CONFIGURATION
The nature of the space drives its use.
A formal meeting area will encourage
more structured presentations, a larger
meeting space with integrated power
enables participants to charge devices
and interact throughout.

Work
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Ad-Lib Tables
—
Ad-Lib Work Lounge tables are the latest addition to the Ad-Lib range,
created using softer lines to enhance visual communication
and remove the barriers to workflow.

EXAMPLE CONFIGURATION
Simple details can greatly influence the
tone of a meeting. Subtle curves in a
table can add informality to put people at
ease. A central column eases leg comfort
and easy access to power minimises
disruptions.

EXAMPLE CONFIGURATION
The right mixture of resources can create
a communal space ideal for brainstorming
or quick fire sharing of thoughts. This zone
makes it easy to jot down and share ideas
between colleagues.
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Pivot
—
Pivot tables actively adapt and change with the needs of today’s
training, meeting and conference environments. Pivot tables allow for
individual use, small groups and can be reconfigured easily with its
one touch release mechanism, into larger more diverse configurations
and function layouts.

EXAMPLE CONFIGURATION
The U shape setup is well suited to
training environments as it creates a
relaxed space that allows the presenter
to engage with the audience.

EXAMPLE CONFIGURATION
In a learning setting the focus is almost
always on the presenter, usually with little
interaction required. This space should be
suitably comfortable for reasonable periods
of time to keep the audience engaged.
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Axis
—
Axis is an innovative and functional table system. Designed around a
patented hinge, the table frame folds within its own length for ease
of reconfiguration, storage and transportation.

EXAMPLE CONFIGURATION
Conference rooms and meeting rooms
need not be traditional in layout. By
changing the angles of a meeting table,
you can improve the visual lines of
communication to improve collaboration.

EXAMPLE CONFIGURATION
This is the traditional layout for learning
and training environments, where the
focus is on the presenter and not the other
members in the audience. Work surfaces
should be generous enough to support
more than one device.
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Chameleon
—
Chameleon is a simple but elegant table system. The uncluttered
detailing allows the tables to be used either individually or arranged
to suit a wide range of different spatial and functional requirements.

EXAMPLE CONFIGURATION
A U configuration shape setup is well
suited to training environments as it
creates a relaxed space that allows the
presenter to engage with the audience.

EXAMPLE CONFIGURATION
A formal layout sets the tone of a meeting.
One person leads and invites others to
comment. Multimedia and white boards
can be close at hand for professional and
engaging presentations.
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Play
—
The Play meeting table has an elegant poise with its slimline leg
and oversized levelling adjuster. Its visual lightness masks the
table’s strength.

EXAMPLE CONFIGURATION
When working in collaboration, it is often
necessary for conversations to take place
away from the desk. Small but dedicated
areas like this provide an informal space
for short meetings, making efficient use
of a space.

EXAMPLE CONFIGURATION
The right mixture of resources can create
a communal space ideal for brainstorming
or quick fire sharing of thoughts. This zone
makes it easy to jot down and share ideas
between colleagues.
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Orb
—
The way we work has evolved in recent years, focusing less on individuals
performing a task at an assigned workstation for a set period of time
each day. Today’s style of working concentrates more on the importance
of the accumulation and sharing of knowledge within a group to achieve
results. Orb allows instant ad-hoc configurations between co-workers
that can often prove the most insightful. Creating a structure to a space
that fosters a fluid working style and an environment that encourages
movement and interaction is fundamentally important.

EXAMPLE CONFIGURATION
This is an alternative variation of a four
person desk system for employees that will
be based at the desk around 8 hours a day.
A change in desk shape can help make the
space more visually interesting.

EXAMPLE CONFIGURATION
Areas that support solo and team working
often benefit from a breakout space close
to hand. Encouraging a change of posture
when working has been known to improve
productivity and help with focus.

Work
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Chemistry
—
The Chemistry range of workstations have been developed for modern
working and learning environments. Chemistry creates a stylish yet
flexible solution which improves productivity and facilitates diversity for
individuals and teams.

EXAMPLE CONFIGURATION
This two person bank of desks is an ideal
supervisory workspace for an open plan
office or library. Set away from the main
clusters with plenty of personal storage
for filing and screens for focus.

EXAMPLE CONFIGURATION
Private offices can also be flexible spaces,
the addition of a seating area allows quick
meetings to take place if required. In the
absence of the occupant another manager
may make use of the space.

Work
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Chemistry
—
Chemistry Meeting Tables share the same frame as Chemistry
Workstations for a consistent design aesthetic. Options for in desk
power and cable management provide practical features.

EXAMPLE CONFIGURATION
In touch down areas, communal storage
can be used as a place to hold personal
belongings temporarily as well as resources
that are less frequently accessed.

EXAMPLE CONFIGURATION
A flexible space that supports all types of
nomadic workers, this split workstation
allows users to either work from a laptop
or log on and connect through a fixed
computer.

Work
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Chemistry
—
Chemistry features a back to back height adjustable bench leg option
that allows the user to quickly set their optimum working height
by means of a responsive manual adjustment or via a push button
electronic mechanism.

EXAMPLE CONFIGURATION
Height adjustable desking can
be beneficial as studies have
shown a change in posture
can aid concentration. Pull out
storage can also offer additional
privacy in an area like this.

EXAMPLE CONFIGURATION
Height adjustable workstations create an
area that supports laptop users and can be
easily adjusted to suit individual preferences,
ideal for those using the space for a short
period of time.
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Chemistry
—
Chemistry incorporates a height adjustable workstation solution allowing
the user the option to vary their posture and stand whilst working.

EXAMPLE CONFIGURATION
A combination of height adjustable desking
and meeting tables is an ideal set-up for
open spaces, where a range of postural
requirements need to be catered for.

EXAMPLE CONFIGURATION
Single height adjustable desks can create
inline set ups, where space requirements
may be narrow or limited.
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Crossover
—
Crossover is based around a pair of horizontal beams which provide
a robust structure and a continuous fixing method for all furniture
elements. Legs, screens, wire management, work surfaces and
accessories can be attached at any point along the beams
regardless of desk module.

EXAMPLE CONFIGURATION
Private offices can also be flexible spaces,
the addition of a desk return allows quick
meetings to take place if required. In the
absence of the occupant another manager
may make use of the space.

EXAMPLE CONFIGURATION
A six person cluster with some personal
storage is one of the most typical set ups
found in open plan offices. With only a small
amount of screening there is not too much
division between colleagues, encouraging
some social interaction.
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Crossover Bench
—
Crossover Bench provides a highly flexible solution to suit the needs
of the modern office. Optional cable flap access and simple elegant
divider screens have been developed to provide intelligent solutions to
cabling and privacy issues.
Optional height adjustable top modules can be specified at any
position within the bench to give total flexibility.

EXAMPLE CONFIGURATION
This two person bank of desks is an ideal
supervisory workspace for an open plan
office. Set away from the main clusters with
personal storage for filing of confidential
information and screens for focus.

EXAMPLE CONFIGURATION
A four person cluster with some personal
storage is often found in open plan working
environments. Screening helps to manage
acoustics without disrupting communication
and collaboration.
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Core
—
Core is a versatile desk system with a fresh, clean aesthetic based
around a horizontal beam construction, which provides structure
and rigidity and allows for the fixing of the various system elements.
The flexibility designed into the system allows Core to provide a
comprehensive range of different applications.

EXAMPLE CONFIGURATION
This two person bank of desks is an ideal
supervisory workspace for an open plan
office. Set away from the main clusters with
personal storage for filing of confidential
information and screens for focus.

EXAMPLE CONFIGURATION
A four person cluster with some personal
storage is often found in open plan working
environments. Screening helps to manage
acoustics without disrupting communication
and collaboration.
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Jigsaw
—
Jigsaw is designed to provide a truly flexible cost effective solution
for any office application or task. Key to the system is the rigid
beam which allows almost limitless shared configurations and
extremely simple installation.

EXAMPLE CONFIGURATION
This two person bank of desks is an ideal
supervisory workspace for an open plan
office. Set away from the main clusters with
personal storage for filing of confidential
information and screens for focus.

EXAMPLE CONFIGURATION
This three person configuration provides
an alternative and interesting layout for
employees based at a desk for long periods
of time. The use of screens and personal
storage creates individual ‘me’ space.

Work
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Storage
—
Storage has become more than just a place to store paperwork or
keep personal effects, it has become a method of creating division
within a space. Developed in a different way to the traditional
filing systems, our storage collection responds to the changing
requirements of storage systems and privacy needs.   

EXAMPLE CONFIGURATION
The printer area is an essential part of the
office that can often cause distraction.
By creating a central hub it gives a cleaner
aesthetic to the office that can also act as
an acoustic aid. By adding a shared work
table and storage for resources, the area
has become more functional.

EXAMPLE CONFIGURATION
The back of storage in communal
areas should not be overlooked,
it divides the space well and
by adding fabric or whiteboard
panels it can be used be in
meetings or for pinning ideas up.

Source
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Storage
—
Senator Storage supports a wide range of resources that is
complementary to the design of any space. Open shelves, flipper
units, pull-out towers and filing cabinets are just a few products in a
vast selection of units available that vary in size and function.

EXAMPLE CONFIGURATION
A storage wall is a good way to partition
the space in reception and waiting
areas, the display or library area can
be used to decorate the space and the
shared storage can be easily accessed.

EXAMPLE CONFIGURATION
In hot desking areas, communal storage
can be used as a place to hold personal
belongings temporarily as well as resources
that are less frequently accessed.

Source
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Storage & Screens
—
With a variety of sizes, product options and finishes available,
Universal Storage is a perfect complement to our full range of
workplace solutions. Screens can be freestanding or mounted to
workstations to enable personal privacy.

EXAMPLE CONFIGURATION
Pull out storage is a good way to stow
away personal items conveniently as well
as for keeping reference material close
by and off the desk area. When pulled out
this storage can also provide a screening
function.

EXAMPLE CONFIGURATION
Sliding door storage is often used if a
business is paper heavy and requires more
files than would be possible in a pedestal
to be kept close to hand for reference
purposes.

Source
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Revelation Tables
—
Senator’s collection of Education Tables were designed with versatility
in mind. The variety of shapes and sizes were created to support
the different learning requirements found in educational and
training environments.

With such a wide scope of
configurations available including
crown theatre, trapezoidal,
multiple clusters, plectrum and
rectangular to name a few, there is
something to fit every space.

The re-configurability encourages the
simple transition between and creation
of classroom, discussion and group
work spaces. Tables can be specified
with adjustable feet or castors for
additional manoeuvrability.

Work

Share
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Specialist Products

Work

Share

Compendium

Revelation Tables
—

Revelation Tables
—

After looking at how people work, communicate and interact in learning
environments, this table collection was designed with a unique range of
top shapes and sizes to create dynamic spaces.

Revelation Tables create softer lines that provide a more central
focus to enhance lines of communication. This supports productivity
within groups of any size.

Show
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Hub
—

Locked
—
Locked is a range of personal storage lockers designed for modern
ways of working. Door configurations are available from two doors
up to eight doors and units. Each door is supplied with 170 degree
exposed knuckle hinges for ease of access and are secured with
a key lock, and name card holders are fitted as standard.

Hub is a unique fully upholstered meeting
pod. Available as a two seat, or as a four
seat module, both come with integral LED
down lighting.

Other lock and locker identification methods are available.

Lights are operated via an infrared switch
for ease of use which is located in the roof.
Complementary to any space, Hub can be
upholstered in a wide range of fabrics and is
available in one or a two tone colour finish.

Share
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Dine / Pinnacle
—
Dine is a range of standalone rectangular tables and benches
available in a variety of sizes and finishes designed for dining,
breakout or meeting areas.

Share

PANEL

MITRE

DINE STEEL

PINNACLE
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Dry Wipe Board
—

Media Table
—
The AV Media Table has been developed to facilitate collaborative
working environments using laptops, tablets and smart phones,
with accessible power via a flip top unit in the desk panel. Available
in two heights and a range of finish options.

The Mobile Wipe Board is perfect for a range of settings including offices,
meeting rooms, collaborative areas and educational environments.
A sturdy frame and base ensures stability and castors allow for
smooth manoeuvring and easy transportation.
The addition of a shelf keeps pens and erasers close at hand.

Share
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—
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Chairs
—

1/

QCY01

4/

2/

3/

5/

6/

CS2

TN1

LP2A

A830

A780

1/

2/

3/

4/

5/

6/

—

—

—

—

—

—

Quincy

Casper

Quincy is a modern
dining or meeting chair
with an elegant, paired
down construction
comprising of a seamless
polyurethane shell and
four solid hardwood legs,
poised on nylon glides.

Share

Show

The classic Casper
design has been evolved
to include a new palette
of contemporary colours,
whilst maintaining the
juxtaposition of a high
gloss exterior and matt
interior. The shell colour
continues through to
Casper’s legs for a tone
on tone effect.

Lip
Simple and elegant
multi-purpose seating,
Lip takes its name from
the distinctively detailed
top of the backrest. This
detail, together with
its straight back edge,
provides an interesting
accent when the chairs
are arranged together,
but more importantly
the feature provides
superb comfort in the
backrest.

Tonina
This innovative and
dynamic chair delivers
a contemporary design
that has a multitude of
possible applications
across a variety of
marketplaces. Tonina
delivers a flawless
product with fantastic
strength, which is
suitable for use both
indoors and outdoors.

Kojak
Kojak utilises a moulded
one piece polyurethane
seat shell that appears
to seamlessly blend into
the tubular Steel legs
that carry it. Similarly
the possibilities of this
technology have been
exploited with the
development of the
cantilever arm option.
Kojak is a striking
collection with universal
appeal offering comfort
and contemporary style.

Soul
The design seeks
to embrace the
technological
possibilities of structural
injection moulded
plastics to reinvent
the ubiquitous steel
cantilever chair. The
concept delivers a
flexing organic form that
provides true ergonomic
comfort and support to
its user.
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Chairs
—

1/

2/

JCR1 / JCR2

NU01

3/

4/

A432

5/

A800

GRD01

1/

2/

3/

4/

5/

—

—

—

—

—

Jaicer

Nuno

When designing Jaicer, we set
out to create a simply beautiful
chair that was constructed
entirely from wood. Jaicer has
been created to work across
a multitude of environments;
be it for ad hoc use in a
contemporary workplace,
or as an elegant statement in
a meeting room or café.

Share

Show

Born out of a desire to
approach a traditional design
typology, this multi-purpose
stacking chair’s defining
characteristic is the use of the
lamination itself as a structural
component, whereby the
leg frame and the seat are
integrated and interdependent
providing strength.

Scoop

Curve

Visually minimal, Scoop is
simple, compact and clever.
Clever because each item can
stack, be it chair, armchair or
stool. Simple construction
tubular steel frames and
pressed ply seats with their
unique character give Scoop
a freshness over and above
existing mono shell designs on
the market.

Curve offers a high level of
comfort and shape, whilst
uncompromising on style
and function. This stacking
chair and stool has a slender
chrome wire frame that
complements the elegant,
balanced ply form, available in
both side chair and armchair
versions with the additional
option of a high stool.

Grainger
Designed as part of the
Grainger family, the Dining
series maintains a classic
styling to create a generously
proportioned side and
armchair that offer great
comfort. The deliberately
simple form which sits on
tapered oak legs can be
upholstered in a range of
fabrics to achieve a variety
of styles.
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Chairs
—

1/

PH4

4/

3/

5/

6/

A532Q

A685

CRD01

FMG103

1/

3/

4/

5-6/

—

—

—

—

Tommo

Elegance, poise and
comfort were the
words that guided the
development of Phoulds.
Meticulous joining of
two pressed plywood
shells create the chair’s
structure which is lined
with a distinctive six
panel upholstery style.

The contemporary and
intelligent design of the
Tommo range places it
easily in a host of spaces.
The fully upholstered
chair features slender
upholstery styling and
twin stitch seam detail,
complemented by an
elegant skid base.

—

Show

FMG102

2/

Phoulds

Share

2/

Cardita
Cardita is inspired by
the beautiful leather
seats found in luxury
vintage cars. A simple
yet intelligent frame
is complemented by
classic upholstery
detailing which not only
exudes opulence, but
is also exceptionally
comfortable.

Mollie
Our new variants of this
popular chair retain the
classic silhouette of the
original design whilst
featuring a deeper, fuller
back support and a
slightly more generous
seat width. A luxurious
and satisfying design,
Mollie is suited to hotel
and restaurant dining,
bars or corporate
environments.

Famiglia
The Famiglia seating
family includes a
collection of low, mid,
high back and lounge
chairs that between
them offer a choice of
metal or wooden legs
and 5-star bases.
The range shares a soft
geometric styling that
although contemporary
in appearance, also
invites comfort.
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Stools
—

1/

A596

2/

3/

5/

6/

CS5BS

4/

A832

LP14

A430

A804

1/

2/

3/

4/

5/

6/

—

—

—

—

—

—

JoJo

Casper

JoJo is an elegant
and curvaceous stool
seat created from 3D
veneered plywood or
PU to provide one of the
most comfortable stool
seat shapes. JoJo’s two
frame styles complement
the seat design.

Share

Casper is a stylish
and contemporary
café plastic monoshell
stool, designed for all
manner of hospitality
environments in both
the corporate and leisure
markets.

Lip
Simple and elegant
multi-purpose seating,
Lip takes its name from
the distinctively detailed
top of the backrest. This
detail, together with
its straight back edge,
provides an interesting
accent when the chairs
are arranged together,
but more importantly
the feature provides
superb comfort in the
backrest.

Kojak
The design of Kojak
utilises a moulded one
piece polyurethane seat
shell that appears to
seamlessly blend into the
tubular Steel legs that
carry it.
Kojak is a striking
collection with universal
appeal offering comfort
and contemporary style.

Scoop
Visually minimal, Scoop
is simple, compact
and clever. The stools
can neatly stack together
for easy storage or
transportation making
it perfect for transient
spaces. Its simple tubular
Steel frame construction
and pressed Ply seats
with their unique
character give Scoop
freshness over and above
existing mono shell
designs on the market.

Curve
Curve offers a high level
of comfort and shape,
whilst uncompromising
on style and function.
This stool has a slender
chrome wire frame
that complements the
elegant, balanced ply
form.
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Stools
—

1/

2/

JCR5

A534Q

3/

4/

A583 / A582

CRD03

1/

2/

3/

4/

—

—

—

—

Jaicer

Tommo

When designing Jaicer, we set out to
create a simply beautiful chair that was
constructed entirely from wood. Jaicer
has been created to work across a
multitude of environments; be it for ad
hoc use in a contemporary workplace,
in a café or a refreshment area.

Share

The contemporary and intelligent
design of the Tommo range
places it easily in a host of spaces
within corporate and hospitality
environments. The fully upholstered
chair features slender upholstery
styling and twin stitch seam detail,
complemented by a light and elegant
tubular skid base.

Mollie
Our new variants of this popular
chair retain the classic silhouette of
the original design whilst featuring
a deeper, fuller back support and a
slightly more generous seat width.
A luxurious and satisfying design,
Mollie is suited to dining areas or café
style environments.

Cardita
Cardita by Martin Ballendat is inspired
by the beautiful leather seats found
in luxury vintage cars. A simple yet
intelligent frame is complemented
by classic upholstery detailing which
not only exudes opulence, but is also
exceptionally comfortable.
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Stools
—

1/

MZK

2/

3/

MZKLRS

A620 / A621

1/

2/

3/

—

—

—

Mozaik

Mozaik Storage

The Mozaik seating family is made up
of three principal shapes. A small soft
square stool and soft rectangular bench
available in two heights and a large low
soft square stool.
The two heights of upholstered unit
allow for different seating styles that
in turn facilitate different patterns of
behaviour, function and interaction.

Share

Mozaik Storage consists of a high level
soft square unit and a low level soft
rectangular unit. All units begin with
the same minimalist steel frame with
a fixed shelf both top and bottom. The
central shelves of the high units can
be removed to house tall items such
as plants or vases. The low level unit
makes an ideal occasional table for
refreshments, books and magazines.

Pebble
Pebble is a superb seating option for
informal meeting spaces or corporate
breakout areas. This comfortable
design allows creativity with colour and
shape as they can be nested together to
create infinite combinations.
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Stools
—

1/

2/

URC1

A440

3/

CUB02

1/

2/

3/

—

—

—

Urchin

Wave

With a form inspired by ceramic
design, Urchin has been designed to
exploit the possibilities offered by
rotationally moulded plastics. The
Urchin table and stool are a simple,
elegant and above all fun solution for
ad hoc social spaces across a broad
range of environments. Urchin can be
used both indoors and outdoors.

Share

Qu

Wave is a poetic and beautifully formed
laminated Ply bench that enhances any
interior. This award winning design is
constructed using a detailed Stainless
Steel frame to create a balanced seat
suitable for any transient space.

Qu is a simple yet elegant piece which
is lightweight and manoeuvrable.
This fully upholstered stool features
distinctive styling that enhances the
visual interest and versatility of the
product. Qu can be used in every
conceivable environment including a
contemporary workplace or atrium.
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Soft Seating
—

1/

MIM01

4/

2/

3/

5/

6/

VS1

OTT01

BN1

SHL02

SHLED03

1/

2/

3/

4/

5-6/

—

—

—

—

—

Mimosa

Venus

Mimosa is a fantastically
comfortable lounge chair.
Inspired by retro mid century
design, the quilted seat
contrasts the formality of the
structural column base.

Share

Venus is a versatile, compact
tub chair providing excellent
comfort for informal and
formal meeting, conference
and dining applications.
Practical features have been
worked into the design with
flowing lines and a refreshing
profile that enhances its visual
elegance.

Bison

Ottens

Bison designed by Simon
Pengelly is a stylish and
distinctive tub chair with
characterful broad shoulders
and a compact footprint. A
slightly higher seat and flat
plane makes a comfortable
meeting chair or lounge chair.

The Ottens rocking chair is
a generously proportioned,
fantastically comfortable
lounge chair. Constructed
using a traditional carcass
that incorporates a webbed
seat support, Ottens has a
gentle rocking base and super
soft upholstery for ultimate
comfort.

Sholes
The Sholes multi-purpose
chair has been designed
specifically to support
collaborative work settings.
Its generous proportions and
wrap around back provide
excellent comfort whichever
position you take. Optional
extras include a bag hook and
table which incorporates a cup
holder.
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Soft Seating
—

1/

2/

A821

A641 / A642

3/

A632 / A637 / A633

1/

2/

3/

—

—

—

Lola

Open

Lola is a seductive, curving and
shapely, yet strong and dependable
collection. Providing excellent comfort,
Lola is perfect for stunning reception
areas or for creating relaxing spaces in
corporate lounges or breakout areas.

Share

Open is an elegant and relatively
compact contemporary range of
soft seating, comprising of a lounge
chair with or without a headrest,
footstool and a large two seat sofa. The
moulded seat shells and cushions with
bull nosed edge profile and tailored
upholstery.

Conic
Conic by PearsonLloyd is a refreshing,
eye-catching and exciting take on
various conical forms used in both
contemporary and previously explored
areas of soft seating over the decades.
Conic’s shape and form provide
excellent and inviting levels of comfort
with an almost domestic appeal.
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Soft Seating
—

1/

JNX01

2/

3/

5/

6/

HNG102

4/

A750

BM01

OCT01

OCTLW01

1/

2/

3/

4/

5/

6/

—

—

—

—

—

—

Jinx

Henge

Jinx is a contemporary
range of organically
shaped soft seating
that revolutionises a
low sit, capturing the
epitome of comfort that
is suitable for a wealth of
environments.

Share

Henge is a modern
interpretation of the
classic club and tuxedo
lounge chair, a hybrid
of organic yet tailored
shapes, with wedge
shape seating that allows
endless configurations
for any space.

Brummell
Brummell is an
exceptionally well
turned out sofa and
armchair combination
with classic style, clean
lines, great comfort
and broad appeal.
Brummell is highly
functional and easy to
place across a multitude
of environments due
to its uncomplicated,
conservative design and
modernist aesthetic.

Dandy
As its name suggests,
Dandy is a range which
offers a depth of quality
that cannot be imitated.
The family includes a
sofa and armchair that
share the same simple
proportions and deep
level comfort. Simple,
elegant and inviting,
Dandy can be placed in
corporate or hospitality
environments.

Octo
This elegant low back
design incorporates
sofas, modular elements,
armchairs and benches
with a complementary
deep edge coffee table.
The finesse of Octo’s
upholstery detailing,
generous proportions
and sublime comfort sets
it apart from others in
its class.

Octo Lounge
The Octo Lounge
range of sofas and
armchairs features
an elegant low back
design, fine upholstery
detailing, relaxed
cushions and wooden
legs. Octo Lounge is
ideal for collaborative
and creative spaces
in contemporary
corporate and hospitality
environments.
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Soft Seating
—

1/

2/

TAR405

GR1

3/

4/

SL01

FIFT04 / FIFT01

1/

2/

3/

4/

—

—

—

—

Tarry

Grainger

The luxurious wing lounge chair has
a versatile style that is the perfect
accompaniment to both modern and
vintage interiors, whilst the acoustic
properties of the seat’s wing panels
make the piece ideal for breakout areas
and executive lounges, or hotel and
hospitality environments.

Share

Grainger is a luxurious family of
wingback armchairs and matching
ottoman. Available as a high and low
back, featuring exquisite upholstery
detailing including piping and a deep
buttoned back.
Now including an elegant side chair,
dining chair and stool.

Stirling
Stirling’s presence is emphasised
by the robust yet elegant floating leg
frame. Designed to accompany the
Stirling sofa range, this table will
suit a wide range of spaces including
reception, lounge and breakout areas
across leisure, hotel, retail and office
environments.

Fifty Series
With distinct references to mid century
design, Fifty Series offers a classically
shaped and proportioned collection of
soft seating. The meticulous attention
to detail, traditional construction
and tailored upholstery deliver a
truly stunning result. An ideal choice
for lounge seating in workplaces,
hospitality or travel environments.
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Soft Seating
—

1/

FMG405

4/

2/

3/

5/

6/

FMG403

FMG203

FMGFS

FMG307

FMG304

1-6/

Famiglia

—

The Famiglia seating family includes a collection of
low, mid, high back and lounge chairs that between
them offer a choice of metal or wooden legs and
5-star bases. The range shares a soft geometric
styling that although contemporary in appearance,
also invites comfort.

Share
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Sofas
—

1/

PVR

4/
2/

6/
3/

OCT03

OCTLW02

1/

2/

3/

—

—

—

Paver

Octo

Allermuir’s luxurious soft sofa system
Paver has been developed to offer
even greater versatility. Designed as
a modular family of products, Paver
can be configured in numerous ways
to create contemporary sofas and soft
seating islands. Available in a variety
of new fabrics, paired with a striking
turned out seam that enhances the
range’s possibilities.

Share

This elegant low back design
incorporates sofas, modular elements,
armchairs and benches with a
complementary deep edge coffee
table. The finesse of Octo’s upholstery
detailing, generous proportions and
sublime comfort sets it apart from
others in its class.

Octo Lounge
The Octo Lounge range of sofas and
armchairs features an elegant low
back design, fine upholstery detailing,
relaxed cushions and wooden legs.
Octo Lounge is ideal for collaborative
and creative group study spaces and
breakout environments.
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Sofas
—

Sofas
—

2/

A753

1/

BM03

4/

3/

GR4

2/

A826

FIFT06

3/

A644

4/

JNX02

SLW03

1/

2/

3/

4/

1/

2/

3/

4/

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Dandy

Brummell

As its name suggests, Dandy is a
range which offers a depth of quality
that cannot be imitated. The family
includes a sofa and armchair that
share the same simple proportions and
deep level comfort. Simple, elegant
and inviting, Dandy can be placed in
a variety of environments to create
sumptuous dining, lounge, reception or
breakout areas.

Share

Brummell is an exceptionally well
turned out sofa and armchair
combination with classic style,
clean lines, great comfort and
broad appeal. Brummell is highly
functional and easy to place across a
multitude of environments due to its
uncomplicated, conservative design
and modernist aesthetic.

Grainger
Grainger is a luxurious family of
wingback armchairs and matching
ottoman. Available as a high and low
back, featuring exquisite upholstery
detailing including piping and a deep
buttoned back. Now including an
elegant side chair, dining chair and
stool.

Open
Open is an elegant and relatively
compact contemporary range of
soft seating, comprising of a lounge
chair with or without a headrest,
footstool and a large two seat sofa. The
moulded seat shells and cushions with
bull nosed edge profile and tailored
upholstery, provide great comfort,
precise shape and visual slenderness.

Lola
Lola is a seductive, curving and shapely,
yet strong and dependable collection.
This soft seating range has been
designed as a contemporary, visually
lighter alternative to the linear forms
typically used in corporate
environments. Providing excellent
comfort, Lola is perfect for stunning
reception areas or for creating relaxing
spaces in libraries, lounges or breakout
areas.

Fifty Series

Jinx

With distinct references to mid century
design, Fifty Series offers a classically
shaped and proportioned collection of
soft seating. The meticulous attention
to detail, traditional construction and
tailored upholstery deliver a truly
stunning result.

Jinx is a contemporary range of
organically shaped soft seating that
revolutionises a low sit, capturing
the epitome of comfort that is
suitable for a wealth of environments.
The design of Jinx challenges the
structural formation we have become
so accustomed to, the geometric form
and defining angular lines create
architectural freedom within a space.
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Stirling
Stirling’s presence is emphasised
by the robust yet elegant floating leg
frame. Designed to accompany the
Stirling sofa range, this table will
suit a wide range of spaces including
reception, lounge and breakout areas.

Tables

Compendium

Dining & High Tables
—

1/

A575/6RD

4/

2/

3/

5/

6/

A47/77

CRQCT03

PAC90RD

JCR99

A646/77SS

1-2/

3/

4/

5/

6/

—

—

—

—

—

Classic

Pache

These versatile, simple and
elegant tables perform their
job incredibly well. That said
their simplicity should not
be misinterpreted as they are
constructed with meticulous
attention to detail, stability
and quality.

Share

Pache is a beautiful family of
café tables. Round, square and
soft chamfered rectangular
shaped tables are available in a
variety of finish options.
The tables’ elliptical solid Ash
legs can be left clear, stained or
colour washed, complemented
by a range of accent colours.

Cirque

Jaicer

Cirque tables feature turned
out solid ash legs mounted into
a Steel sub frame. Available
in a variety of top shapes
and sizes with a host of top
finishes, Cirque tables provide
a superbly elegant solution.

Jaicer tables are designed
with the same aesthetic and
constructional values as the
seating range. Designed for
a multitude of areas within
corporate or hospitality
environments, Jaicer features
a solid Beech frame that can
be stained or colour washed to
suit a variety of styles.

Open
Complementing the Open
seating range, the Open
collection of occasional
tables has a striking polished
Aluminium base with a choice
of top shapes. Available in
three different heights, they
are perfectly suited to meeting,
dining and breakout areas in a
multitude of environments.
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Work Tables
—

2/

1/

TAL41DE

FMGBT1212

3/

4/

SLHP1809

HLT2

1/

2/

3/

4/

—

—

—

—

Famiglia
Famiglia’s work tables, designed for adhoc meetings and touch down spaces,
are available in two heights, featuring
a soft square top in various sizes. The
tables’ cast metal base features an
innovative tech knit sock which also
acts as cable management when used
with an integrated power module.

Share

Talon

Silta

Talon is a stunning collection of
versatile laptop and occasional tables
designed to accompany soft seating
in lounge or breakout areas. The
innovative delta shaped laptop table
can be used alone or clustered together
for ad-hoc collaborative working. High
and low occasional tables in a variety
of complementary shapes and finishes
complete the range.

Silta is a premium high table for
breakout spaces, ad hoc meetings or
a place to simply perch and connect.
Modern meets vintage with industrial
design featured right alongside modern
connectivity points and convenient
bag hooks. The top can be finished in
either a linoleum or laminate finish,
complemented by braided and leather
cable detailing with metalwork in a
choice of colours.

Host
Host is a standalone table for use as
a laptop support or work surface and
is proportioned accordingly, with
a weighted stable base and elegant
column. A convenient hand grip
to the underside of the edge together
with slides under the base plate allows
the user to easily glide the table closer.
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Occasional & Low Tables
—

Occasional & Low Tables
—

2/

SUN101/SUN102/SUN103

3/

4/

MIM05

5/

FMGLT415

2/

3/

4/

5/

—

—

—

—

—

These beautiful occasional
tables are available in various
heights and diameters that can
be nestled together to create
a stunning multilevel centre
piece. The tops are finished
in a lacquered or stained
reformed oak veneer, whilst
the frames are available in a
range of powder coat finishes.

This clever table is the perfect
accompaniment to the
Mimosa chair, however it sits
well with many other pieces.
This retro inspired occasional
table has a structural column
base and distinctive beveled
top which lends itself to a
variety of uses.

Sunda-2

This range of plectrum shaped
occasional tables offers a
variety of sizes and heights
which can be clustered to
create a unique shape. These
simple yet elegant tables can
be finished in a range of finely
textured, mineral coloured
powder coated finishes.

Share

Mimosa

Famiglia
Famiglia’s occasional table
recognises how dramatically
our office and hospitality
landscapes have evolved in
recent years. This low level
table is as well suited to a
hospitality environment as it
to a break out zone, or even
interspersed within the office
as occasional touch down and
meeting points.

2/

4

5/

3/

A645/107S

A638/88SS

A823/6RD

1/

Sunda-1

1/

A645/75RD

SUN201/SUN202/SUN204

SLT01

CRQCT05

1-2/

3/

4/

5/

—

—

—

—

Lola

Open

Lola is a seductive, curving
and shapely, yet strong
and dependable collection
designed as a contemporary,
visually lighter alternative to
the linear forms typically used
in corporate environments.
Lola will work equally well
in corporate atria, executive
lounge areas, airport lounges
or informal meeting areas and
breakout spaces.

Complementing the
Open seating range,
the Open collection
of occasional tables
has a striking polished
aluminium base with
a choice of top shapes.
Available in three
different heights, they
are perfectly suited
to meeting, dining
and breakout areas
in a multitude of
environments.

Stirling
Stirling’s presence is
emphasised by the
robust yet elegant
floating leg frame.
Designed to accompany
the Stirling sofa range,w
this table will suit a wide
range of spaces including
reception, lounge and
breakout areas across
leisure, hotel, retail and
office environments.

Conic
PearsonLloyd’s Conic
range of low level coffee
tables have a beautifully
simple polished chrome
wire frame. They work
effortlessly with the
Conic and Open seating
ranges, given that they
share a common design
language.

Cirque
Cirque tables feature
turned out solid Ash legs
mounted into a Steel
sub frame. Available in a
variety of top shapes and
sizes with a host
of top finishes, Cirque
tables provide a superbly
elegant solution.
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Pause
—

1/

2/

PSM102

PSM202

3/

4/

PSS042H

5/

PSS042L

PST075

1-5/

Pause

—

Pause is a contemporary modular seating system
which works as individual pieces or in flexible
layouts to create waiting, working or relaxing
environments. The range’s versatility lends itself to
a host of applications across corporate or hospitality
environments.
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Haven
—

1/

2/

HA102HR

HA202HR

3/

4/

HAB200B

HAT6S / HAT5RDS

1-4/

Haven

—

Haven can provide excellent personal privacy, a
haven, within a busy world. A place for either quiet
contemplation or communication and collaboration
amongst an effective team.
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Mote
—

1/

2/

MTE-OT02

MTE-SF02

3/

4/

MTE-BSS02

MTE-BSF03

1-4/

Mote

—

Mote has been designed to provide a holistic solution
when designing dynamic environments. Created
as a complete lounge seating range, no detail is an
afterthought, with every inch having been given
careful consideration to eliminate dead space.
The Mote family includes sofas, ottomans, screens
and accessories, each linking seamlessly to each other
to create a combination of rectilinear and curvilinear
forms for beautiful yet defined spaces.
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Mote Storage
—

1/

MTES-7-10-DWC

2/

MTES-5-22-2DRDWC

3/

MTES-9-16-DR3DWC

1-3/

Mote Storage

—

Mote storage has been designed to complement the
full range of Mote seating. Featuring a contemporary
silhouette, Mote storage comes in three heights that
share a common design language, ideal for meeting
rooms and collaborative environments.
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Haven Pods
—

1/

2/

Solo

3/

Solo Plus

4/

Duo

1/

2/

3/

4/

—

—

—

—

Solo

Solo Plus

Solo provides a solution for short term
desk based environments, be it for
individual focused work away from the
general workstation environment or
as a temporary location for a non desk
based employee. Solo incorporates a
switchable task light, desktop power
and vertical cable management.
The increased height delivers both
additional visual and acoustic privacy.

Work

Solo Plus builds upon the functionality
of the Solo but with a larger footprint
and wider work surface. Solo Plus
incorporates a switchable task light,
desktop power and vertical cable
management. The increased height
delivers both additional visual and
acoustic privacy.

Duo
Most impromptu meetings within
the office environment will tend to be
within small groups, at workstations
which disrupts colleagues. Formal
meeting spaces tend to be for larger
groups, so using these is inefficient.
Duo provides a location for ad-hoc,
face to face meetings and its compact
footprint allows it to be collocated
within workstation environments. Duo
incorporates a table top power solution
and vertical cable management.

Quad
Providing a compact stand alone
meeting solution for up to four people,
its footprint easily allows the Quad
to be positioned strategically. It
can be placed amongst workspaces
individually, in clusters as a meeting
place or as a booth seating solution.
Quad incorporates bench seating along
its sides and a stand alone table.

Share
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Haven Pods
—

1/

Team Work
Team Work provides, as its name
suggests, a structure for teams to work
together. Its footprint allows for up to
six people to be accommodated. Team
Work does not include any internal
furnishings but can encapsulate
freestanding furniture solutions
providing privacy to that setting.

Share

3/

4/

—

—

Team Meeting

—

Source

Creating informal environments for
team meetings where groups of up to
ten can meet to talk and share, for the
morning briefing, the quick brainstorm
or the afternoon coffee. The bench
seating solution and small freestanding
central table support a concept of quick
discussion and resolution.

This approach makes the Team Work
Pod perhaps the most flexible within
the range. As video conferencing and
sharing of information on large format
screens, by multiple users, becomes
more commonplace in the office, Team
Work is also available with a support
panel upon which to mount a screen.

4/

Team Meeting

Team Work

1/

Work

3/

2/

Team Work

Team Resource
Within open plan office environments
it is more common today for employees
to share resources like printers,
scanners and facsimile machines. Aside
from the general ambient noise of an
office it is generally accepted that it is
these kind of devices whirring into life
that provide much of the acoustic and
visual distraction of colleagues utilising
them.
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Team Resource provides a centralised
location for these shared resources
along with storage for consumables
such as paper, cartridges and waste
solutions including recycling stations
all within the acoustic shadow of the
Haven Pod system.
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CellPod
—

1/

CellPods

—

CellPod provides an excellent solution when creating
privacy and collaboration spaces within work
environments. They are designed as freestanding
units and feature a structural framework with a
demountable panel system so they are simple to
install and reconfigure as needs change within an
organisation.
In addition to the standard configurations the
CellPod system can be designed and manufactured to
your own specification providing unrivalled solutions
for individuals to work in privacy and isolation
through to comprehensive meeting
room environments.

Work
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Destination
—

1/

2/

DSTST-4SA

DSTWD-4S

3/

4/

DSTU-4S

DSTPU-4SA

1-4/

Destination

—

Destination is designed to maximise comfort and
increase productivity in waiting environments.
The innovative new design provides a higher level
of comfort, utilising passive ergonomic design to
optimise comfort and relaxation with integrated
electrical power.
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Vee
—

1/

2/

VE05FS

VE01LH

3/

4/

VE01RH

VE05FS

1-4/

Vee

—

With Vee, Allermuir has produced a solution
that allows individuality and collaboration to
happily coexist. With its simplistic, inviting form,
complemented by full, sound absorbing upholstery, as
well as integrated power and under seat storage, Vee
is ideally suited to quick touchdowns and recharges,
or longer work meetings.
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Baudot
—

1/

BDZ2 / BDZ4 / BDZ7

2/

3/

BDZ1

BDSR12 / BDSR20

1/

2/

3/

—

—

—

Baudot Zero Wall
A domed wall mounted shape to improve acoustics
without losing floor space. Available in a combination
of three sizes and 24 colours, Baudot Zero Wall
diffuses noise by both absorbing and deflecting
sound, while adding visual interest to walls.

Baudot Zero

Baudot Strings

The double-sided domed acoustic panel is the most
adaptable and visually striking product within the
Baudot range. With height adjustability and a dense
concrete base with a small footprint, the Baudot Zero
modules can be reconfigured to adapt to changing
environments and activities.

Baudot Strings provides an attractive alternative
solution to screening whilst noticeably improving
the acoustics within a space. Constructed from
extruded Aluminium poles surrounded by foam and
fabric, Strings provide an excellent surface to absorb
and diffuse sound waves. With 24 fabric colours
and various heights available, interior designers can
create an arrangement to fit in any environment.
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Mercury
—

Mercury Mesh
—

Mercury operator chairs feature
a contoured seat and backrest.
Their comprehensive suite of
functional controls and options
provide comfort and support
during prolonged periods of
seated work. Available with
a choice of backrest heights,
tilt actions and arm options,
Mercury can be tailored to meet
your exact requirements.

The addition of a stylish, height
adjustable mesh back to our
successful Mercury range
gives a modern fresh aesthetic.
Available as a task chair and
cantilever visitors chair both with
a choice of arms.

M20
Medium back
No arms

M20A
Medium back
Fixed arms

M20HA
Medium back
Height adjustable
arms

M20V
Visitor chair
No arms

M100
Task chair
No arms

M100A
Task chair
Fixed arms

M60
High back
No arms

M60A
High back
Fixed arms

M60HA
High back
Height adjustable
arms

M20VA
Visitor chair
With arms

M100V
Visitor chair
No arms

M100VA
Visitor chair
With arms

M60XL
High back
No arms

M60XLA
High back
Fixed arms

M60XLHA
High back
Height adjustable
arms

Mercury XL
—
Taking our highly successful
Mercury range of task seating,
we developed it further with a
generous seat and back cushion
that is deeply upholstered for
day long comfort. As with its
sibling, Mercury XL is easy to
adjust and includes a one touch
back height adjustment.

Work
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M100HA
Task chair
Height adjustable arms
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Pluto
—

Opus
—

Pluto offers a clean linear
aesthetic and user friendly
adjustments to provide the
optimum blend of style and
functionality required for the
office environment. The fully
upholstered task seating range
provides a host of options to
choose from including a choice
of back height, two variations
of mechanism and a seat slide
to ensure a comfortable sit
throughout the working day.

Opus task chairs offer the
ultimate in modern comfort,
including strong stylish contours
along with user friendly height
and angle adjustment for
enhanced operator posture.
Cantilever visitor chairs are
available to complement the
range.
PT30
Medium back
No arms

PT30A
Medium back
Fixed arms

PT30HA
Medium back
Height adjustable
arms

PT30V
Visitor chair
No arms

O40
Medium backrest
No arms

O40A
Medium backrest
Fixed arms

O40HA
Medium backrest
Height adjustable
arms

O40V
Visitor chair
No arms

PT70
High back
No arms

PT70A
High back
Fixed arms

PT70HA
High back
Height adjustable
arms

PT30D
Draughtsman’s Chair
Medium back

O80
High backrest
No arms

O80A
High backrest
Fixed arms

O80HA
High backrest
Height adjustable
arms

O40D
Draughtsman’s Chair
Medium back

OX83
High back
No arms

OX83HA
High back
Height adjustable
arms

OX83FDA
High back
Fold down arms

Pluto Plus
—

Opus Xtra
—

Pluto Plus is designed to deal with
demanding work environments.
A fully synchronised mechanism
allow the seat to be frequently
and easily reconfigured without
compromising comfort. Available
with a choice of, tilt actions and arm
options, Pluto Plus can be tailored
to meet your exact requirements.

As the name suggests, the Opus
Xtra is an enhanced version of the
popular Opus chair.
The contoured seat and back
provide excellent posture and
comfort.

PP80
High back
No arms

Work
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PP80HA
High back
Height adjustable
arms

PP80FDA
High back
Fold down arms
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Meteor
—

Orthopaedica

With a contemporary angular
appearance, Meteor is a
stylish new addition to our
seating portfolio, designed for
all day comfort. Meteor is a
hardworking, versatile task chair
delivering simple functionality
with multiple mechanism and
arm options available.

The 90 Series is the original model
of Orthopaedica, built with a
contoured seat and backrest; it
provides high levels of support
during prolonged seating periods.
The seat can be further enhanced
with the addition of optional
features including: seat depth
adjustment, inflatable lumbar and
thorax and a choice of arm options.

90 SERIES

—

M300
Task chair
No arms

M300HA
Task chair
Height adjustable
arms

M300FDA
Task chair
Fold down arms

Meteor Mesh
—

Orthopaedica

Guaranteed to provide a
contemporary feel to any office
environment, Meteor Mesh delivers
high performance. The addition of a
breathable mesh back available in
a variety of colour choices creates a
clean modern styling that enables
users to stay comfortable throughout
the day and discourages fatigue.

The 100 Series offers a wider
back for a more encompassing
sit. The upholstered outer back
creates a softer aesthetic and
can be specified in two-tone
fabric to create a unique look.

Work

OC97
Task chair
No arms

OC97HA
Task chair
Height adjustable
arms

OC97FDA
Task chair
Fold down arms

OC107
Task chair
No arms

OC107HA
Task chair
Height adjustable
arms

OC107FDA
Task chair
Fold down arms

OC117
Task chair
No arms

OC117HA
Task chair
Height adjustable
arms

OC117FDA
Task chair
Fold down arms

100 SERIES

—
M500
Task chair
No arms

M500HA
Task chair
Height adjustable
arms

Share
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M500FDA
Task chair
Fold down arms
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Orthopaedica
200 SERIES & 300 SERIES

—
Every individual is unique in
their proportions, which is why
we developed a range of back
heights within the Orthopaedica
range. The mid back variation is
built with a laminated core and
is available with an upholstered
outer and inner back.

Work

OC207
Task chair
No arms

OC207HA
Task chair
Height adjustable
arms

OC207FDA
Task chair
Fold down arms

OC307
Task chair
No arms

OC307HA
Task chair
Height adjustable
arms

OC307FDA
Task chair
Fold down arms

Share
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Zeus
—
Zeus is a contemporary task
seating range, delivering
a fresh aesthetic with a
stylish mesh back available
in range of colours to suit
modern office environments.
The comprehensive suite of
adjustments available offer the
user reliability and functionality.
With the optional addition of
an adjustable headrest, Zeus
provides support in alternative
postures including reclined
positions.

Work

ZU707
Task chair
No arms

ZU707HA
Task chair
Height adjustable
arms

ZU707FDA
Task chair
Fold down arms

ZU717
Task chair with
headrest No
arms

ZU717HA
Task chair with
headrest Height
adjustable arms

ZU717FDA
Task chair with
headrest
Fold down arms
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Mork
—

Mindy
—

Mork is a versatile multi purpose
seating range which comprises
of seven distinct frames, ideal
for contemporary cafe, corporate
and public sector environments.
Mork was designed with
ergonomic and style in mind.

Mindy is a range of simple
and functional multi-purpose
seating. Minimal in design the
collection shares an identical
shell structure with the option of
an upholstered seat pad. Mindy
can be tailored to almost any
space thanks to the variety of
base options available.
MK11
Chair with
upholstered seat
pad, 4 Leg frame

MK21
Chair with
upholstered seat pad,
Skid frame

MK41
Chair with
upholstered seat pad,
Pyramid base

MK31
Chair with
upholstered seat pad,
4 Star base

MK61
Chair with
upholstered seat pad,
Wood 4 Leg base

Share
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MK71
Chair with
upholstered seat pad,
Wood Pyramid base

MK51
Chair with
upholstered seat
pad, 5 Star base

MY10
Chair with
4 Leg frame

MY11
Chair with
upholstered seat
pad, 4 Leg frame

MY20
Chair with
Skid frame

MY21
Chair with
upholstered seat pad
Skid frame

MY40
Chair
Pyramid base

MY41
Chair with
upholstered seat pad
Pyramid base

MY30
Chair with
4 Star base

MY31
Chair with
upholstered seat
pad, 4 Star base

MY50
Chair
5 Star base

MY51
Chair with
upholstered seat pad,
5 Star base
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Kyos
—

Kyos Mesh
—

Kyos epitomises the concept
that good design does not
mean a high cost. Kyos with a
breathable back and optional
frame options makes this a
universal seating range. Kyos
chairs can be stacked up to
four high and a trolley can be
provided for easy transportation.

Kyos Mesh is a refreshing new
addition to the Kyos range.
Developed with a collection of
breathable mesh back colour
options to choose from, two
frame options and available
with or without arms, Kyos Mesh
is a versatile chair that can be
customised to suit a variety of
spaces.
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KS1
Upholstered seat,
Plastic back.
No arms

KS1A
Upholstered seat,
Plastic back.
No arms

KS2
Upholstered seat,
Plastic back.
No arms

KS2A
Upholstered seat,
Plastic back.
With arms

KM7
Plastic seat.
Mesh back
No arms

KM7A
Plastic seat.
Mesh back
With arms

KM8
Upholstered seat.
Mesh back
No arms

KM8A
Upholstered seat.
Mesh back
With arms

KS3
Upholstered seat
and back.
No arms

KS3A
Upholstered seat
and back.
With arms

KS4
Plastic seat
and back.
No arms
Cantilever frame

KS4A
Plastic seat
and back.
With arms
Cantilever frame

KMS9
Plastic seat .
Mesh back.
No arms
Cantilever frame

KM9A
Plastic seat
Mesh back.
With arms
Cantilever frame

KM10A
Upholstered seat
Mesh back.
No arms.
Cantilever frame

KM10A
Upholstered seat
Mesh back.
With arms.
Cantilever frame

KS5
Upholstered seat
Plastic back.
No arms.
Cantilever frame

KS5A
Upholstered seat
Plastic back.
With arms.
Cantilever frame

KS6
Upholstered seat
and back.
No arms.
Cantilever frame

KS6A
Upholstered seat
and back.
With arms
Cantilever frame
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Contour
—

Industrial
—

Elegant and simple, the Contour
stacking chair is the epitome
of multi-purpose seating. This
clean and distinctive family
consists of four model options;
a side chair and two, four-leg
armchair styles with differing
arm options. All models stack,
link and have an upholstered
seat pad, with the choice to have
an upholstered or plastic back.

We recognise that not all of our
seating will be used in traditional
office environments so we have
developed our industrial seating
family that has uncompromising
strength and durability as the
key drivers of its design.

C505
Plastic back,
upholstered seat
No arms

C505CA
Plastic back,
upholstered seat
With arms

C506
Plastic back,
upholstered seat.
With arms,
cantilever frame

T65IND
Task chair
Round seat and back

T75IND
Task chair
Square seat and
back

C515
Fully upholstered
No arms

C515CA
Fully upholstered
With arms

C516
Fully upholstered
With arms,
cantilever frame

T40IND
Stool
Round seat

T50IND
Stool
Square seat

A900
High backrest
No arms

A901
High backrest
With arms

Consuelo
—

Public Space
—

Consuelo’s conference collection
comprises of two distinct designs;
with either square back and solid
Beech frames or sculptured back
and laminated Beech frames.
All have fully upholstered seat
and back rests and are available
with and without arms. Consuelo
is designed with comfort and
simplicity in mind for easy to
change seating arrangements.

Versatile seating for public
spaces and waiting areas. With
robust tubular steel frames
finished in Black or Silver EPPC
as standard or optional Polished
Chrome. Seat and backrest
are fully upholstered and the
optional arms feature a PU
armpad.

Share
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TW7
Sculptured back
No arms

TW7A
Sculptured back
With arms

TW9
Sculptured back
No arms

TW9A
Sculptured back
With arms
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T90IND
High chair
Round seat and back

A64
High backrest
No arms
Cantilever frame

T100IND
High chair
Square seat and
back
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Public Space
—

Pila
—

Public Space offers versatile
seating for public and reception
areas. With a robust construction,
the beam units are available in
any seating or table combination
of two, three, or four bench units,
with or without arms.

Pila is a versatile range of multipurpose seating with strong
design features, comprising
both lightweight practicality
and functional simplicity that
will fit with confidence into any
environment. The writing tablet
option with or without linking is
entirely suitable for educational
requirements, conference and
meeting rooms. Pila can be
stacked up to 4 high meaning
easy transportation and storage.

A180-ASSSA
Three seat beam
With arms

A180-ASSA
Two seat beam
With arms
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A180-ASSSSA
Four seat beam
With arms

A180-SST
Two seat beam
With arms

A180-SSSS
Four seat beam
With arms

A180-SSS
Three seat beam
With arms

PL1
Plastic back and seat
No arms

PL1A
Plastic back and seat
With arms

PL2
Plastic back,
upholstered seat
No arms

PL2A
Plastic back,
upholstered seat
With arms

PL3
Wood back & seat
No arms

PL3A
Wood back & seat
With arms

PL4
Wood back,
upholstered seat
No arms

PL4A
Wood back,
upholstered seat
With arms
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Pila Beam

Pila Beam

NON-UPHOLSTERED & UPHOLSTERED

PLY

—
Pila Beam is a versatile seating
system with strong design
features, comprising of functional
simplicity that will fit with
confidence into any corporate or
public waiting areas, healthcare
or educational environments. Pila
Beam is built with a four leg frame
and can be customised in a range
seating configurations with or
without arms.

PL-ASSA
Two seat beam
Plastic back and seat
With arms

PLU-ASSA
Two seat beam
Plastic back, upholstered seat
With arms

PL-ASSSA
Three seat beam
Plastic back and seat
With arms

PLU-ASSSA
Three seat beam
Plastic back, upholstered seat
With arms

PLP-ASSA
Two seat beam
Full arms

PLP-ASSSA
Three seat beam
With arms

PLP-ASSSSA
Four seat beam
With arms

PLU-ASSSSA
Four seat beam
Plastic back, upholstered seat
With arms

PL-ASSSSA
Four seat beam
Plastic back and seat
With arms

Share

Pila Beam is a versatile
seating system with strong
design features, comprising of
functional simplicity that will
fit with confidence into any
corporate or public waiting
areas, healthcare or educational
environments. Pila Beam is
built with a four leg frame, with
a Beech plywood seat and
backrest that can be specified
in a range seating configurations
with or without arms.
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Herbie
—

Clara
—

Herbie is a perfect style
statement for a reception,
working environment or breakout
area. Herbie is available in a
choice of frames. The sculptured
seat and back offers support
and comfort.

Clara is a stylish mid height lounge
chair designed to provide comfort
and style for contemporary cafe,
corporate and breakout areas.
Clara offers a choice of frame to
suit any style.

HRB60
Two seat sofa with
Skid Frame

Work
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HRB70
Two seat sofa with
Wood 4 Leg

HRB10
Lounge Chair with
Skid Frame

HR30
Lounge Chair with
4 Star base

HRB40
Lounge Chair
With Pyramid Base

HRB50
Lounge Chair with
Wood Pyramid Base

HRB20
Lounge Chair with
Wood 4 Leg

HRB80
Stool with
Pedestal Base

HRB100
Stool with
Pyramid Base

HRB90
Stool with
Wood Pyramid Base

CLR10
Lounge Chair, 4 Leg
frame

CLR20
Lounge Chair, 4 Leg
with castors

CLR30
Lounge Chair,
4 Star base

CLR40
Lounge Chair,
Pyramid base

CLR60
Lounge Chair,
Wood 4 Leg frame

CLR70
Lounge Chair,
Wood Pyramid base
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CLR50
Lounge Chair,
5 Star base

Soft Seating

Compendium

Elect
—
The simple crisp styling of the
high back Elect sofa group has
been developed to respond to
the growing demand for this
type of seating in the workplace.
Available as a single and two seat
unit with complementary tables,
it is sure to suit a multitude of
applications.
EL1
One seat chair

EL2
Two seat sofa

ERL5
Square Table

ERL7
Rectangular Table

LR1B
One seat bench
With back

LR2B
Two seat bench
With back

LR1
One seat bench
No back

LR2
Two seat bench
No back

Loiter
—
Loiter is a compact range of
modular bench seating and
tables designed to provide a
simple effective solution for
waiting and reception areas.

Work

Share
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Soft Seating
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Earl
—
Simple and deliberately
understated styling is the
hallmark of the Earl seating
group. The carefully considered
upholstery piece delivers the
perfect solution for reception
environments.

ERL1
One seat chair

ERL2
Two seat sofa

ERL3
Three seat sofa

Brick
—
This up-to-the-minute,
stylish upholstered seating
is specifically designed to
fulfil both the aesthetic and
functional requirements of a
contemporary reception space.
High brick unit

Long brick unit

Brick cube
Share

Short brick unit

Curved brick unit

Refresh
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Soft Seating

Compendium

Tapir
—

Et’Cetera
—

Tapir’s combination of very
deep and slimline upholstery
brings a new look into the
area of reception seating.
Its curvaceous form and
resilience of the backrest
further enhance its comfort,
whilst its space saving
dimensions highlight its
adaptability within a variety of
environments.

The Et’Cetera reception lounge
seating collection has deep
cushions for extra comfort.
The units can be easily
arranged to suit any area and
can achieve a variety of looks.

QT3M
Square coffee table

V1200
Fully upholstered,
One seat
No arms

QT4M
Rectangular coffee table

T1000
Fully upholstered,
One seat
No arms

T1010
Upholstered side
MFC top

T1000R
Fully upholstered,
One right arm

T1000L
Fully upholstered,
One left arm

CH1
Fully upholstered,
tub chair

CH2
Fully upholstered,
Two seat tub chair

Domino
—
Domino generously
upholstered reception seating
with solid Beech frames
is designed with comfort
and simplicity in mind.
Complementary coffee tables
are also available.

TW6
Fully upholstered,
One seat
No arms

TW6A
Fully upholstered,
One seat
with arms

Concha
—
The Concha tub chair is
offered in a contoured shell
shaped upholstery which
combines elegance with
comfort.

Share

Refresh

TW66A
Fully upholstered, Two seat sofa
With arms
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Leisure Seating & Tables
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Butterfly
—

Leisure Tables
—

Butterfly seating offers an
ageless charm with the benefit
of uplifting the atmosphere of
any breakout area. Its cool crisp
lines will enhance, not dominate
the room, offering a welcoming
feel to any environment. This
classic range of multi-purpose
seating is available with
complementary tables.

This stylish range of tables have
been designed for dining and
light meeting environments.
There are complementary
chairs available in 5 distinct
designs that feature clear
lacquered formed plywood
shells and Polished cChrome
frames.
A218
Side chair

A218BS
Stool

Leisure
TIA/SU/ZEE/CHI/YU

—

TLS12
Rectangular Table

TLS8
Square Table

TLR10
Circular Table

TLR8
Circular Table

This stylish range of chairs and
complementary tables has
been designed for dining and
light meeting environments.
The chairs are available in five
distinct designs that feature
clear lacquered formed
Plywood shells and Polished
Chrome frame.

Share

TL101
Tia
Side chair

TL202
Su
Side chair

TL303
Zee
Side chair

TL404
Chi
Side chair

TL505
Yu
Side chair
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Desking & Tables
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Freeway Bench
—
Freeway bench desking offers a simple yet practical
working solution. This versatile range gives a strong
clean image in a crisp design which delivers
intelligent results.

Example Configuration
—
Single desks can be configured to create
inline set ups for independent work or study
areas where space requirements may be
narrow or limited.

Example Configuration
—
This six person bench setup can be used
in larger communal study spaces or in
open plan offices.
Users can work from either a laptop or
connect through a fixed computer.

Work
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Desking & Tables
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Freeway Tables
—
The Tables collection is designed to meet multiple
requirements from impromptu meetings to the
prestigious conference facility.
This is achieved through a wide choice of table
shapes, finishes and table support frame designs
with flexibility as the major criteria.

Example Configuration
—
When working in collaboration, it is often
necessary for conversations to take place
away from the desk. Small but dedicated
areas like this provide an informal space
for short meetings, making efficient use
of a space.

Example Configuration
—
The nature of the space drives its use.
A formal meeting area within a larger
space will encourage more structured
presentations. Leg room must be ample
and chairs comfortable to hold attention
for longer.

Work

Share
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Desking & Tables
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Aspen
—

Aspen Panel End
—

Aspen offers a straightforward range of
shapes and sizes for the ever demanding
office environment. Incorporating
fly-over tops with wire management
portholes and complementary storage
pedestals. Additional meeting room
tables are available from
the product range.

Aspen offers a straightforward range of
shapes and sizes for the ever demanding
office environment. Incorporating fly-over
tops with wire management portholes
and complementary storage pedestals.
Additional meeting room tables are
available from the product range.
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Rectangular

Single Wave

Double Wave

Rectangular

Single Wave

Double Wave

Radial

Rectangular Screen

Wave Screen

Radial

Rectangular Screen

Wave Screen

Mobile Pedestals

Desk High Pedestals

Desk High Pedestal

Mobile Pedestals

Desk High Pedestals

Desk High Pedestal

Source
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Desking & Tables
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Folding Tables
—

Flip Top Tables
—

Folding Tables are designed to fold and
stack flat for convenient storage. Plastic
spacers set beneath the top prevent any
wood-to-wood contact when stacked.
The steel tubular frames can be powder
coated or Chrome plated and are fitted
with adjustable feet to compensate for
uneven floors.

Flip Top tables are designed for training,
meeting and conference rooms. They can
be quickly assembled, rearranged, stacked
and stored, saving space and time.

Square Folding

Semi-circular Folding

Work

Rectangular Folding

30° Trapezoidal Folding

Circular Folding

Rectangular Flip-Top

Semi-Circular Flip-Top

30° Trapezoidal Flip-Top

Share
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Bookcases
—

Pedestals
—

Torasen’s range of bookcase storage
is available in a range of heights
with multiple shelving options. They
can be made to provide a practical
function or used as a display
unit, either way the bookcases
are designed to be suitable for a
multitude of applications and working
environments.

Our collection of contemporary
pedestal and personal storage
solutions co-ordinate perfectly with
our range of desking systems.

Low Bookcase Unit

Medium Bookcase Unit

Mobile Pedestals

Tall Bookcase Unit

CONMP 631h

Double Door
—

Filing
—

Available in 3 different heights with
multiple finishes to match any work
environment, each door storage
unit comes with the possibility of
additional shelves. The door units are
available with lockable aluminium
handles.

Our range of filing includes
tall four drawer designs to
compact two drawer cabinets.
Available in wood or metal,
you will find a product to
match your style.

Low Double Door Unit

Medium Double Door Unit

Tambours
—

Tall Steel Mobile Pedestals

4 Drawer Filing Cabinet

Desktop Storage Box

Corner Units
—

We offer a collection of tambour
cupboards that provide versatile
filing and storage that is space
efficient and stylish.

Source

2 Drawer Filing Cabinet

Tall Double Door Unit

Desk High Pedestals
£224

Torasen’s Open storage range is
designed to be stylish yet practical.
Their modern design helps them
to naturally blend into the modern
office environments whilst also being
affordable to most cost conscious
budgets.

Low Tambour Unit

Medium Tambour Unit
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Corner Open Unit

Tall Tambour Unit
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Corner Tambour Unit

The Result

Compendium

The Result.
Our portfolio of products
across our three brands,
together with Settings™
allows you to create
dynamic and intelligent
spaces. Places for people
to work independently or
together. A floor plan as a
landscape that has a variety
of areas with a shared warm
ambience, that reinforce
concentration, collaboration
and confidentiality.

Work

Share
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Some of Our Favourites
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Some favourite
products for
Working…

Of people aged over 52 years,

86%

would prefer to be sitting
at a desk or table to compose
an email.

Every person in every
office will have their own
way of working, whether
that be a quiet Pod to
focus, or a place for
their team to perch and
catchup.

66%
Of people would
prefer privacy when
writing emails.
Haven Pod by Allermuir
Page 158-161

85%

Orb by Senator
Page 68-71

prefer to sit at a desk
when inputting
information.

Of the 81% of people who would
like to work at desk height,

81%

41%

Of people would
prefer to be alone
when speaking on
the telephone.

would like the ability to change
the height.
Freeflex by Senator
Page 24-25
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Some of Our Favourites
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Some favourite
products for
Sharing…

When sharing ideas

71%

The most successful businesses
create informal spaces to allow
their people to share their
knowledge and ideas quickly
and effectively. Valuable meeting
space is saved, teams create
their best work and managers
have regular one-to-ones.

choose not to sit
at a desk.

The majority of
under 24s prefer
to stand when
sharing ideas.
Over 52s prefer
to recline.

Silta by Allermuir
Page 144

Less than

39%
require a fixed desk
height when discussing
in a team.

Haven Pod by Allermuir
Page 158-161

We have a stronger
preference to
be in more open
surroundings when
discussing within a
larger group.
Mote by Allermuir
Page 154-155
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Some of Our Favourites
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Some favourite
products for
Showing…

When presenting
to a visitor,

49%

The biggest decisions are made
in meeting rooms and executive
offices across the world. The
quality of the furniture within
these rooms is a reflection not
only of an organisation’s culture,
but also the status of the
individuals using it.

prefer to be standing.

Trillipse by Senator
Page 46-49

When training, there is a
strong preference to be
in an open area with a
larger group.

Ad-Lib by Senator
Page 38-45

Ad-Lib Table by Senator
Page 54-59

When meeting,

65%

The less we know
people in a meeting,
the more formal our
preferred posture.

of over 52s prefer
to sit formally.
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Some of Our Favourites
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Some favourite
products for
Source…
It goes without saying that good
organisation goes in hand with
increased productivity. Time and
money are saved when resource
‘hubs’ are created. Visual and
acoustic distractions are minimised
and partitions are created by the
clever use of screening.

The average office
worker uses

10,000
sheets of copy paper
each year. ¹

Storage by Senator
Page 96-101

The average person
wastes up to

4.3
hours a week looking
for papers. ²

Storage by Senator
Page 96-101

37%

80%
of clutter in the office is a
result of being disorganised
and not due to a lack of space.¹
Storage by Senator
Page 96-101
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1

 ethinking Printing,
R
Loudhouse Research,
2010

2

T
 he National
Association of
Professional
Organisers (NAPO)

of workers have
increased the
amount of printing
they do compared
to last year.²
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Some of Our Favourites
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Some favourite
products for
Refresh…

39%
Prefer to refresh
within a group
of people.

More than a place to grab a quick
coffee, cafés and dining areas are
now seen as a community hub, a
place to network, a chance to
refresh and a tool for recruiting
and retaining people. Informal
interaction and conversation
create and strengthen
inter departmental relationships.

Famiglia by Allermuir
Page 136-137

Jaicer by Allermuir
Page 116

When taking
time to refresh,
we prefer a
relaxed posture.

45%
of people prefer a coffee height
table when taking time out.

Younger age groups
prefer to recline, while
older age groups prefer
to sit informally.
Casper by Allermuir
Page 114-115
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Case Study
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APPNEXUS
Appnexus, a technology company
at the cutting edge of platforms
for internet advertising required
assistance with creating thought
provoking, bright fun spaces to
invigorate staff on a daily basis
and attract future employees.

“From the initial design concept
to the implementation, Senator
and Allermuir products
provided real design flair
along with functionality and
excellent service.”
Agatha Habjan–
Owner Habjan Architecture
+ Interior Design LLC
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Case Study
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Post Office
UK based Post Office Ltd provides
a wide range of postage, insurance
and financial products through
a national network of branches.
The objective was to create a
state of the art Customer Support
Centre that embraced a new way
of working while still celebrating
the company’s rich heritage.

“The space is incredibly vibrant
and dynamic, transforming
the way we work!”
Aidan Alston–
Post Office Ltd.
Talent & Diversity Manager.
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Intelligent Design
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Intelligent Design.
We give as much thought to
the design of our products as
we do the space they’ll inhabit.
Before pen touches paper,
we look at how people, sit,
reach, move and work.

Consistent design language
We believe the key to creating harmonious spaces is by
beginning with a uniform base. We carefully consider
every measurement, angle, fixing, finish and accessory
to create standards and conventions that can be applied
throughout a project.
We take pride in considering the small details. Can our
chairs fit comfortably under our desks? Do all sitting
around a meeting table have ample leg room? We believe
that by paying attention to all of these elements we can
foster a sense of purpose, pride and belonging.

Famiglia by Allermuir
Page 136-137

Orb by Senator
Page 68-71

Silta by Allermuir
Page 144

iWorkchair by Senator
Page 18-19
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Connectivity
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Connectivity.
The biggest influence in
the way we choose to work is
rapidly evolving technology.
We no longer wait for our
businesses to adopt the latest
innovations, often choosing
to bring our own technology
into the workplace to benefit
our personal concentration
and comfort.

Silta by Allermuir
Page 144

Ad-Lib Tables by Senator
Page 54-59

Smart technology
Smart technology is having a huge impact on connectivity,
meaning people have a broader access to data through
a wider range of devices. This brings with it a need for
intelligent power and data solutions that are easily
accessible.
In the design of our products, technology is never an after
thought and has been given careful consideration from
conception. Integration is key, as is the deliberation of
the correct ratio of connectivity points to user and cable
management, whilst always scanning the horizon for
future advances.

Mote by Allermuir
Page 154-155

Orb by Senator
Page 68-71
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Acoustics and Landscaping
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Acoustics and
Landscaping.
To communicate effectively
we need to send and receive
information and we also need
the correct ambience to
communicate in – not too quiet
and not too loud. By diffusing
sound reverberation, we can
in turn improve collaboration,
concentration and wellbeing.

CellPod by Allermuir
Page 162-163

Baudot by Allermuir
Page 168-169

Landscaping
Acoustic products should have a dual purpose. They
should have the ability to absorb sound waves and
reduce noise, but they should also have the ability to
divide spaces, create places for group discussion, quiet
contemplation and add visual interest to a building’s
landscape.

Haven by Allermuir
Page 152-153

Haven Pod by Allermuir
Page 158-161
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Notes.
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